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Abstract Comparing performance between countries is both a theoretically and
intuitively useful yardstick for voters. Cross-national comparisons provide voters
with heuristics that are less cognitively demanding, less ambiguous, and less
uncertain than solely national, absolute performance measurements. We test this
proposition using a unique, choice experiment embedded in the 2011 Danish
National Election Study. This design allows to contrast cross-national comparisons
with more traditional national sociotropic and egotropic concerns. The findings
suggest that voters are strongly influenced by cross-national performance
comparisons—even when accounting for classic national sociotropic and egotropic
items. Specifically, voters respond strongly to how the prospective wealth of
Denmark evolves relative to the neighboring Sweden. Interestingly, voters are more
negative in their response to cross-national losses compared to their positive
response to cross-national gains—indicating a negativity bias in voters’ preferences.
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and culture should imply that national outcomes find it difficult to evade the
economic performance of other countries. In fact, recent macro-level studies suggest
that voters respond to the observed performance of other countries (Kayser and
Peress 2012). Furthermore, macro-level studies of retrospective economics at the
subnational levels also find evidence of a comparative yardstick across a variety of
jurisdictions influencing voter behavior and political behavior, e.g., including the
US states (Besley and Case 1995), Spanish municipalities (Bosch and Solé-Ollé
2007), and Flemish municipalities (Vermeir and Heyndels 2006). Theoretically,
both the yardstick theory in economics (Salmon 1987) and the social comparison
theory in social psychology (Festinger 1954) provide theoretical reasons for why the
voters should rely on comparative performance. From social comparison theory, we
know that individuals tend to compare their opinions and abilities to those of others
as a means of obtaining fast, certain, and credible assessments of their own standing
(Mussweiler and Epstude 2009; Mussweiler and Posten 2011). In Salmon’s (1987)
yardstick theory, such social comparisons become a means of obtaining more
accurate and reliable information about the incumbent government.
However, current micro-level public opinion research has yet to include how
voters look across borders when making prospective evaluations of their own
national performance (Linos 2011; Kayser and Peress 2012). This article seeks to
test whether voters make use of cross-national yardstick comparisons. We hereby
aim to provide micro-level evidence for findings of cross-national yardsticks at the
macro-level. This is not a trivial addition as macro-level studies assume these
yardsticks concerns to exist at the level of voters. However, without direct evidence
of cross-national evaluations among voters, we cannot rule out that macro-level
studies rests on an ecological fallacy, e.g., ascribing nationally observed yardstick
indicators to comparative evaluations among individuals. Furthermore, while the
existing studies are retrospective and observational we focus on prospective voter
evaluations within an experimental framework. In prospective evaluations, voters
consider their preferences for future prospects, i.e., they assess future conditions
given the outcomes that different policy makers can be expected to deliver.
Focusing on prospective evaluations rules allows us to focus on prospective policy
preferences and evaluate these effects up against actual voting behavior. We also
believe this focus is merited by the fact that there is no existing experimental
research estimating the importance of cross-national yardstick to voters on any
outcome measure. While retrospective concerns are generally found to be more
important for voter evaluation and party choice the importance of prospective
concerns is far from trivial (Bellucci and Lewis-Beck 2011; Lewis-Beck and
Stegmaier 2013). Specifically, we estimate how Danish voters evaluate the
importance of prospective economic performance relative to the neighboring
country of Sweden. We argue that voters will compare their country’s economic
performance to that of other relevant countries rather than evaluate performance in
isolation, i.e., we expect votes to not only look at their country’s national
performance (e.g., GDP growth, inflation, unemployment) but also to compare this
economic development to that of other relevant countries. We focus on prospective
evaluations of the economy for three reasons. First, experimentally manipulating
retrospective evaluations convincingly is difficult as most respondents will have
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experienced the actual economic performance in the previous period. A prospective
study allows us to experimentally manipulate future hypothetical scenarios which
are unbounded by the historically realized performance (i.e. strong internal
validity). Secondly, in retrospect voters will not only have other nations as an
informative social yardstick, they will also be attuned to salient historical reference
points. By analyzing prospective evaluations we have the opportunity to isolate the
cross-national yardsticks from potential confounding historical ones. Thirdly,
retrospective evaluations will often be highly affected by motivated reasoning
linking respondents’ party choice and evaluations of the economy (Michelitch et al.
2012). As our study is prospective we avoid this bias of motivated reasoning.
Nevertheless, we are able to compare the effect of our prospective evaluations with
actual voting behavior as our study was embedded in the Danish National Election
Study. That is, we can test how the prospective evaluations are meaningfully
mediated by party choice. This allows to evaluate how the prospective nature of our
measure are connected to actual voting behavior. In addition, we adopt the notion of
asymmetrical evaluation of losses and gains in a context of cross-national yardstick
comparison. Prospect theory (Kahneman and Tversky 1979; Tversky and
Kahneman 1991), endowment effects (Kahneman et al. 1991), and the negativity
bias (Lau 1982, 1985) have provided a theoretical basis for understanding
asymmetries in voter research. We argue that voters care more about avoiding
future comparative losses than making future comparative gains (Levy 2003). Some
studies of retrospective economic voting show that voters have asymmetrical
responses in their evaluation of absolute losses and gains; politicians are punished
for losses but are not praised for similar gains (Campbell et al. 1960; Bloom and
Price 1975; Claggett 1986; Headrick and Lanoue 1991; Kiewiet 1983; Lanoue 1987;
Mueller 1973; Nannestad and Paldam 1997). Still on balance the existing literature
is divided on the relevance of a negativity bias (Lewis-Beck and Stegmaier 2013).
Existing macro-level studies analyzing cross-border comparisons have either
ignored these asymmetries or failed to find any support for them (Besley and Case
1995; Kayser and Peress 2012). However, there are good reasons to argue that the
socially comparative nature of ‘‘looking across borders’’ should evoke a stronger
voter preference for not lagging behind.
Voting involves choosing a candidate or party representing a mix of policies and
policy outcomes. When making real world prospective evaluations, voters are faced
with a number of tradeoffs. We contrast the effect of comparative evaluations with
the traditional absolute voter evaluations of egotropic versus sociotropic concern
used in national election surveys across the world. Previously, researchers focused
on whether national economy or personal finances constitute the most important
factor for evaluating prospectives (Dorussen and Palmer 2002); however, today
researchers have provided much evidence for that sociotropic concerns tend to
dominate egotropic motives (Lewis-Beck and Paldam 2000; Stubager et al. 2014;
Singer and Carlin 2013). By contrasting cross-national comparisons to these
concerns, we can estimate the importance of these comparisons relative to the more
well-established explanations of the voter evaluations. In this sense the classic
egotropic and sociotropic motives serves as a validation and comparison of our
cross-national yardstick measure. However, this approach also poses a serious
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methodological challenge. We introduce a methodological innovation into the study
of cross-national evaluations. The mix of policies and policy outcomes is often
strongly correlated, and it is therefore difficult to assign any specific relative
importance to the voters’ preferences. We are therefore faced with a serious
challenge when contrasting how comparative yardstick information is weighted
compared to competing performance measures. For instance, the absolute national
performance will be highly correlated to the relative cross-national performance and
vice versa. Thus, omitting one factor feeds the other. To address this challenge, we
propose a unique choice experiment that allows us to disentangle how voters
simultaneously evaluate sets of cross-national and national policies and policy
outcomes. The purpose of the choice experiment is to show that voters’ preferences
can be elicited using validated stated preference methods. This framework has yet to
be fully utilized in political science in general and voter evaluation studies in
particular (for some recent exceptions, see Hainmueller et al. 2014; Bechtel et al.
2012; Hansen and Bech 2007, 2012).
The findings indicate that voters find prospective cross-national comparative
performance to be highly important, even when compared to the strong competing
tradeoffs of egotropic and sociotropic concerns regarding personal taxation and
employment levels. The national economic performance seems to have a hard time
hiding from that of other countries. Furthermore, we find evidence that relative
comparative losses are more negatively evaluated than similar comparative gains
are positively evaluated. To our best knowledge, these findings constitute the first
micro-level experimental evidence of the relative importance of cross-national
yardsticks for voter’s evaluations.

Why Voters Should Use Cross-National Yardstick Comparisons
Defining what constitutes good or bad economic performance is not easy (Hopkins
2011; Ansolabehere et al. 2012). Voters are faced with substantial uncertainty when
deciding on national policies and outcomes (Salmon 1987; Downs 1957; Huber
et al. 2012). Not only is it cognitively demanding to know and understand the
development of economic performance indicators (such as the GNP, GNI, and
unemployment rates), but such indicators also often become politically contested
during election campaigns (Vavreck 2009). Furthermore, the responsibility for
economic performance is also political contested, and small countries with an open
economy can, to some extent, place the blame for bad economic performance on
global developments (Stubager et al. 2013; Bellucci et al. 2012). This argument is in
line with a number of studies reporting that national outcomes are less important for
economic voting in countries highly integrated with the global economy (Hellwig
2001; Hellwig and Samuels 2007; Duch and Stevenson 2008, 2010; Kayser and
Peress 2012).
One way of dealing with the difficult question of performance is to look across
borders for a yardstick or benchmark (Kayser and Peress 2012). Healy and Malhotra
(2013) point to how voters need a benchmark in order to assess the economic
performance. One such benchmark is cross-national comparisons. In other words,
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voters can use cross-national comparisons as a yardstick for distinguishing between
national economic performance and globally correlated shocks to the economy for
which the incumbent should neither be blamed nor praised (Kayser and Peress
2012). National outcomes seem to find it difficult to evade the policy outcomes of
other countries; therefore, it is increasingly relevant to compare all types of
performance across national borders.
Theoretically, we can understand this interest in cross-national comparisons from
the perspective of the yardstick theory (Salmon 1987) and social comparison theory
(Festinger 1954). Social comparison theory states that we tend to evaluate our opinions
and abilities against those of others (Festinger 1954); that is, other individuals or
jurisdictions are reference points for our inferences about the state of our life or
country. For our purpose, other political entities, such as countries, constitute a
reference point to which voters compare national outcomes and policies. From this
perspective, cross-border comparisons help citizens determine whether national
economic misfortunes have hit their country disproportionately compared to other
countries (Mutz and Mondak 1997, p. 288). A similar idea has been popularized in
economics by Salmon (1987) as the yardstick theory of economic voting, which also
emphasizes cross-border comparisons. The Downsian retrospective perspective on the
state of the world tends to be a noisy source of information when solely based on past
national outcomes (Salmon 1987). Exogenous circumstances, trends, and shocks will
invalidate historical comparisons when making prospective evaluations. However,
similar or adjacent political jurisdictions may be a valuable source of comparative
information against which the voters’ own national experiences can be contrasted, and
both national policies and outcomes can be vetted or discarded via this comparison to
the yardstick countries (Besley and Case 1995; Gilardi 2010; Linos 2011; Kayser and
Peress 2012). This concept leads us to our main prediction on the importance of crossnational comparisons for voter preferences: voters evaluate national outcomes
relative to those obtained by other countries.

Cross-National Losses Versus Cross-National Gains
From a traditional expected utility framework, voters should symmetrically assess
both increases and decreases in the factors they care about. Based on prospect
theory (Kahneman and Tversky 1979) and the more general notion of reference
dependence (Tversky and Kahneman 1991), voters are expected to be asymmetrical
when evaluating gains and losses relative to a reference point (McDermott 2004;
McDermott et al. 2008). Specifically, the asymmetry implies that individuals put
more weight on avoiding losses than obtaining gains. Often this reference point is
the status quo or some other past state (Levy 2003; Tversky and Kahneman 1991;
Soroka 2006). A more general example of this effect is the negativity bias which
implies that ‘‘negative events are more salient, potent, dominant in combinations,
and generally efficacious than positive events’’ (Rozin and Royzman 2001, p. 297).
In psychology the negativity bias finds consistent support in studies of human
perception and decision making (Baumeister et al. 2001; Rozin and Royzman 2001).
In political science, the negativity bias denotes how voters punish losses without
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giving equal praise for gains of a similar magnitude (Mueller 1973; Bloom and Price
1975; Lau 1982; 1985; Soroka 2006; Boyne et al. 2009). The economic voting
literature finds some support for a negativity bias in voter behavior. Mueller (1973)
reports that only decreases in unemployment affect US presidential popularity.
Bloom and Price (1975) find that incumbent members of the US president’s party
lose seats during recessions but do not gain seats in equally good times. Soroka
(2006) finds that the negativity bias is present in both media and public
responsiveness to economic shifts. In a more recent study, Kappe (2013) finds
support for a negativity bias in how changes in macroeconomic conditions affect
government popularity in the United Kingdom.
The existing studies on the negativity bias in the political science all rely on
historical changes, i.e., that the economy is either worsening or improving relative
to previous periods in time. However, losses and gains can also be seen in terms of
the performance relative to that of other countries. We can therefore expect voters’
cross-national yardstick comparisons to be influenced by a similar asymmetry. The
implications are that voters will not evaluate an advantageous standing relative to
other countries as positively as they will dislike a disadvantageous one. A distinct
social comparison argument for this notion can be derived from the relative
deprivation theory. Relative deprivation denotes the discontent of lagging behind or
experiencing a discrepancy to others (Stark and Taylor 1989). Studies of happiness
and wealth find similar negative effects for being less well-off or happy than others
(Brickman and Campbell 1971; Lyubomirsky and Ross 1997; Diener 2000). Given
these theoretical propositions, we expect a similar pattern for voters who use crossnational comparisons: voters evaluate cross-national comparative losses as more
important than cross-national comparative gains.

Traditional Explanations For Prospective Evaluations: Sociotropic
and Egotropic Concerns
The economic voting literature discuss if voters give more weight to retrospective or
prospective evaluation of the economic. Some studies find more weight to
retrospective elements (Lanoue 1987; Norpoth 1996) while others find evidence for
prospective evaluations (Sanders 2000; Lewis-Beck 1988). In a recent review article
Lewis-Beck and Stegmaier (2013) find mixed evidence of the relative strength of
retrospective and prospective evaluation of the economy. Singer and Carlin (2013)
point to that prospective evaluation is strong if the incumbent is new in office
whereas retrospective evaluation is strong if the incumbent has a longer track record
in office. Van der Brug et al. (2007, p. 181) find that prospective evaluations are
stronger if the responsibility for the economic condition is unclear. Michelitch et al.
(2012) show how prospective evaluations are conditioned on election outcomes. We
contribute to this research by applying a design that is purely prospective as we
investigate voters’ use of cross-national yardstick comparison and validate these
evaluation up against classic sociotropic and egotropic concerns.
Yet another discussed topic in the field of economic voting is the extent to which
voters rely on sociotropic or egotropic motives when determining their political
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preferences. Economic voting theory assumes that voters maximize their utility.
This theory attempts to explain political choices based on voters’ assessments of the
national economy and their own personal economic situation (Alvarez et al. 2000;
Borre 1997; Dorussen and Palmer 2002; van der Eijk et al. 2006). In this sense,
economic voting highlights that politics is about tradeoffs between various
alternatives. When voters decide where to cast their vote, they tradeoff between
different political accomplishments, future deeds, and assessments of the respective
‘‘wrappings’’ and ‘‘messengers’’. Voters choose the political ideas that provide the
greatest future utility; this is the classic Downsian proximity model of voting
(Downs 1957). Economic voting research often assumes that voters hold the
government accountable for the economy. Today much research point to the that the
national economy dominate personal finances motives, i.e., sociotropic motives are
stronger than egotropic motives (Lewis-Beck and Paldam 2000; Stubager et al.
2013; Singer and Carlin 2013; Borre 1997). Nonetheless, from a rational economic
approach, voters should be egotropically motivated because they maximize their
utility through personal finances.1 In our choice experiment we apply the classic
distinction between egotropic (e.g. individual absolute tax increase) and sociotropic
(e.g. general increase in unemployment) to serve as a validation of our yardstick
measure (e.g. comparing cross-national development). This also allow us to
compare the relative strength of egotropic, sociotropic and yardstick motives.
Furthermore, we expect that in the context of prospect and negativity bias theories,
we will find a similar negativity bias for the prospective evaluation of national
sociotropic and egotropic concerns.

Data and Design: A Choice Experiment with a Nationally Representative
Sample
To test our hypotheses on cross-national comparisons, we conducted a choice
experiment using a large representative sample of Danish voters. The experiment
was embedded in the Danish National Election Study of 2011 (DNES 2011). DNES
2011 was collected primarily through face-to-face interviews and some Computer
Assisted Web Interviews (CAWI) of 2,078 representative Danish voters in the
autumn and winter of 2011 following the parliamentary election on the 15th of
September 2011.2
Conducting an experimental test of the proposed prospective cross-national
evaluations is not straightforward. Given the proposed hypothesis, we are
confronted with the challenge of simultaneously testing voter preferences for a
host of potentially correlated factors. If the hypotheses are tested independently via
1

It should be noted that Kinder and Kiewiet (1981, p. 132), Kramer (1983) and latest Kiewiet and LewisBeck (2012) all point to that a sociotropic vote not necessary should be interpreted as an indicator for that
voters set aside their self-interest. As e.g. improvement of the national economy can in many ways be in
voters’ self-interest. I.e. a sociotropic vote may be self-interested.

2

In addition, we carried out a large pilot study in the spring of 2011 to conduct a preliminary test of the
various items (CAWI; n = 1,141). This pilot study provided the same conclusions as the conclusion we
focus on here from the larger face-to-face study. Thus, the results are robust across modes and time.
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individual questions or a set of questions, we do not capture the actual tradeoffs that
voters must make in the real world, where political parties or candidates represent a
bundle of policies or policy outcomes. When a candidate promotes a certain policy
or policy outcome in one area, this candidate will often also promote a certain
outcome or policy in another area as well. Therefore, a voter’s choice cannot be
disentangled from these policies and outcomes. To overcome this challenge, we
propose a choice experimental design to determine prospective voter evaluations. A
choice experiment is an efficient and validated method for determining preferences.
The choice experimental method was first applied in psychometrics and marketing
(Wittink and Cattin 1989; Johnson 2007) but has become a standard, validated
method in a number of economic disciplines (Bennett and Blamey 2001; Louviere
et al. 2000; Ryan and Gerard 2003). Recently, this technique has been used in
political science (Hainmueller et al. 2014; Bechtel et al. 2012; Hansen and Bech
2007, 2012). In our case, the respondents are asked to choose between several sets
of choice sets, each described by scenarios defined by a number policies or policy
outcomes herein called attributes. The levels for each attribute change across the
scenarios and choice set. The respondents are asked to choose among a choice set of
scenarios and pick their preferred scenario among the presented scenarios in a given
choice set. The attribute levels for each scenario are assigned by the researcher and
statistically designed in such a way that they are uncorrelated. Each respondent is
assigned several choice sets. From the respondents’ choices amongst the scenarios,
it is possible to disentangle the relative importance of each attribute. Estimations are
then made using conditional logistical regressions—an extension of multinomial
logistical regression in which the dependent variable (the choice between scenarios)
varies according to the attribute defining the scenarios.
In our setup, the voters in the choice experiment must choose between various
hypothetical scenarios consisting of bundles of future (prospective) policies and
outcomes that policy makers can affect. Using this choice experiment setup, we can
estimate the underlying utility function for voters, i.e., the relative importance of
each attribute in the various bundles. The idea behind the discrete comparison of
scenarios in the choice experiments is that the voters can more easily choose
between a few scenarios than specify the relative importance, e.g., the weights
attached to each attribute. Furthermore, asking respondents to compare groups of
attributes rather than asking a series of distinct questions about each individual
attribute not only provides statistical efficiency but also makes the task cognitively
easier for the respondents. The choice experiment in this article requires voters to
choose one of three plausible scenarios in each choice set. The scenario
combinations are constructed so that there is a tradeoff between the attributes
describing future economic developments. Table 1 presents an example of the
information that the respondents are confronted with during the experiment.
Initially, respondents are presented with a short text that frames how politicians are
going to affect future societal development via their choices. The respondents are
then asked to state which of the three scenarios in the choice set they prefer when
compared to the current state of society.
Again, the benefit of the stated preference method is that the researcher can
control the attributes and attribute levels. The attributes and attribute levels in the
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Danes and Swedes are equally
rich

Comparison: the economy has developed so that…

I prefer none of these alternatives h4

Danes have become richer than the
Swedes

3,000 DKK less a month

0%

100,000 fewer unemployed

Each respondent is confronted with three of these questions in which the attribute level varies

I prefer alternative C h3

I prefer alternative B h2

I prefer alternative A h1

6%
Same amount as today

Tax: reforms affect your taxes, so you have to pay…

50,000 fewer unemployed

Unemployment: the number of unemployed has
changed by…

Growth: the wealth of the nation has increased by…

No change in

1-year increase

Pension age: reforms change the average pension age
by…
pension age

Alternative B

Alternative A

Swedes have become richer than the
Danes

1,000 DKK less a month

3%

50,000 more unemployed

2-year increase

Alternative C

Politicians are going to affect how society develops through their decisions over the next few years. Imagine that the state of society in three years is as described below in
alternatives A, B, or C compared to today. Do you prefer alternative A, B, or C?

Table 1 Example of a choice experiment set from the Danish National Election Study
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revealed choices are often so highly correlated that it is difficult to disentangle why
voters chose a specific party or candidate and is impossible to determine the
importance of each attribute based on the choice of the voter. As presented in
Table 1, the choice experiment includes five attributes that cover different policies
and outcomes including the main proposition for cross-national comparison. Each
attribute contains a number of levels corresponding to different losses, gains, or
status quo changes for each policy or outcome attribute. The attributes are selected
on the following basis.
To test the importance of cross-national comparisons, we included an attribute on
the relative wealth of Danes compared to Swedes. This attribute states three
different relative wealth levels between average Danes and Swedes: Danes have
become richer than Swedes, Danes and Swedes are equally rich, and Swedes have
become richer than Danes. These levels contain both losses and gains relative to
Swedes to account for the expected asymmetry. Given the expected loss aversion,
we predict that voters will have a stronger preference for avoiding the state in which
Swedes become more wealthy than Danes than the reverse ‘gain frame’ in which
Danes become richer than Swedes. A priori, we expected Sweden to be the most
fitting yardstick for Danish voters as Swedish policy outcomes are often contrasted
in the national media with those of Denmark. At the anecdotal level, the media
portrays the idea that Denmark should perform at least as well as Sweden. For
instance, Danish and Swedish economic performances during the economic
downturn of 2009 were contrasted in Danish media.3 In the DNES survey, we
included an open-ended question in which the respondents were asked to name a
country that Denmark should aspire to compare itself with. The results confirmed
our a priori idea of Sweden as the go-to yardstick for Danes. Of all respondents,
20 % pointed to Sweden as the most fitting yardstick for Denmark (incl. 35 %
‘‘don’t knows’’, n = 1,969), with the highest percentage for any single country
(Norway came in second with 15 %, followed by Germany with 10 % and the USA
with 3 %).
Traditional sociotropic and egotropic concerns are tested by comparing the
importance of changes in general unemployment and economic growth to the
respondents (i.e., sociotropic concerns) versus changes in personal taxation (i.e.,
egotropic concerns). Thus, the choice experiment applied in this article contributes
to the discussion of egotropic versus sociotropic motivation by forcing the
respondents to make tradeoffs based on bundles that reduce/increase general
unemployment and economic growth for a specific increase/decrease in personal
taxation. Unemployment is considered one of the ‘‘big variables’’ in economic
voting and is one of the few for which macro trends are reflected in voters’ micro
3

A search on InfoMedia.dk, a database of articles from all Danish news media, confirms that during the
campaign, a few news stories did in fact discuss the Danish economic development, comparing it to the
neighboring Sweden. Search key ‘‘Sverige’’?‘‘Danmark’’?‘‘økonomisk?‘‘vækst’’?‘‘svenskerne’’—27
Aug 2011–15 Sep 2011. E.g., ‘‘Svenskerne er rigere end danskerne (Swedes are richer than Danes)’’ Ekstra
Bladet 8/9-11, ‘‘Derfor slår Sverige os på konkurrencen (This is why Sweden beat us)’’ Business.dk
10/9-11 and ‘‘Økonomer: Lær af Sverige (Economists: Learn from Sweden)’’ Agenda 8.9.-11. However,
the stories never surfaced as top stories, managed to set a general news agenda across the news media, or
were reported in the TV news.
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perceptions (Lewis-Beck and Paldam 2000, p. 117). When wording the unemployment attribute, we referred to general changes in the number of unemployed across
the country to evoke the intended sociotropic content of the attribute (Kinder and
Kiewiet 1981). In addition, the use of actual numbers evokes a more absolute and
solely national tone for the attribute. This tone stands in sharp contrast to the relative
and cross-national wording of the Denmark versus Sweden comparison. Specifically, voters are presented with five different levels of changes to unemployment:
100,000 more unemployed, 50,000 more unemployed, no change, 50,000 fewer
unemployed, and 100,000 fewer unemployed. Since 1990, the average yearly swing
in unemployment has been approximately 25,000. During the economic crisis from
January 1st 2009 to January 1st 2012, unemployment rose by some 80,000 people—
changing from 5 to 8 percent of the workforce (Goul Andersen 2013). Thus, with
the three-year time span outlined in the experiment, a change in unemployment of
50,000 is somewhat lower than recent developments but is still plausible.
For national economic growth, we included three levels of change: 6, 3, and 0 %.
While the current crisis has generated negative growth estimates, we did not expect
negative growth to be a realistic outcome for the 3-year time span outlined in the
text. We also considered this item as a primarily sociotropic concern as it highlights
the wealth of the country rather than of individuals. We include five levels of
different changes to the monthly taxes paid by voters as well: increase by 3,000
DKK (535$), increase by 1,000 DKK (178$), no change, decrease by 1,000 DKK
(178$), and decrease by 3,000 (535$).4 Both personal and individual taxation
attributes are widely used as egotropic measures. By stating the tax changes in
actual dollar amounts, we attempted to emphasize the actual effect on an
individual’s pocketbook rather than any general altruistic reason that might also
increase individual taxation.
Third, to test for the different weights given for losses and gains, we include both
gains and losses for the unemployment and personal income tax attributes. That is,
the unemployment rates and personal income tax are allowed to both increase and
decrease in the various scenarios. Given our hypothesis, we expect that voters will
prefer to avoid increased unemployment and taxation more than increased
employment and decreased taxes. Finally, we include a change in the age for
public retirement benefits as an important control attribute. The retirement age has
three levels of change: 2 years more in the labor market, 1 year more in the labor
market, and no change. The retirement age was an important issue in the Danish
2011 election (Hansen and Goul Andersen 2013). Prior to this election, a major
reform was suggested by the majority in parliament, and the main opposition parties
ran on a platform of avoiding this reform. This attribute was thus included to
increase the ecological validity of the choice sets for future reforms. Leaving out
this item would likely have caused various unmeasured assumptions about future
retirement reforms amongst respondents. In addition, retirement age is seen as a
central policy measure for current and future welfare state reforms. All of the five
attributes are presented in Table 2, along with their respective levels and the
hypothesis they were intended to test.
4

The exchange rate at the time of the study was approximately 5.6 DKK per USD.
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Attribute

Comparison: The economy has developed so that…

Unemployment: The number of unemployed has changed by…

Growth: The wealth of the nation has increased by…

Tax: Reforms affect your taxes, so you have to pay…

Pension age: Reforms change the average pension age by…

Hypothesis

Cross-national yardstick comparison

Sociotropic

Sociotropic

Egotropic

Sociotropic

Table 2 Hypotheses, attributes, and levels

2-Year increase

1-Year increase

No change in pension age

3,000 DKK more a month

1,000 DKK more a month

Same amount as today

1,000 DKK less a month

3,000 DKK less a month

6%

3%

0%

100,000 fewer unemployed

50,000 fewer unemployed

Same number of unemployed as today

50,000 more unemployed

100,000 more unemployed

Swedes have become richer than Danes

Danes and Swedes are equally rich

Danes have become richer than Swedes

Levels
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Developing a Choice Model for Prospective Policy Preferences
The different values for the five attribute levels provide a total of 675 scenarios
(3 9 5 9 3 9 5 9 3 = 675) that can be combined as a three-way comparison in
306,181,350 (675 9 674 9 673) ways. It is in no way feasible to confront
respondents with all combinations. A fractional-factorial experimental design,
which is a standard mathematical technique for this type of experiment, reduces the
number of comparisons without inhibiting the capability of estimating the main
effects of the attributes (Louviere et al. 2000; Kuhfeld 2005). This reduction into a
feasible number of choice set consisting of three scenarios was accomplished in a
manner that allows the attributes to remain statistically independent, i.e.,
uncorrelated. The attribute and scenario combinations, as designed by the
researcher, guarantee that the estimates made from the respondents’ choices will
be unbiased by the uncorrelated attributes. This design was achieved using SAS’s
‘Choiceeff’ macro, which maximizes the geometric mean of the eigenvalues of the
matrix (i.e., D-efficiency, see Kuhfeld 2005). This procedure reduced the number of
comparisons to 45 choice sets of three scenarios, while providing sufficient degrees
of freedom to estimate the main effects. However, 45 comparisons are still too many
to present to a single respondent; therefore, the samples were split into 15
experimental groups so that each respondent was confronted with three choice sets,
each like the one shown in Table 1. In this manner, the 45 choice sets are covered
without excessively burdening the respondent. The design of the 45 choices sets
with three scenarios, split into 15 groups, with each respondent only confronted with
three comparisons, was a pragmatic design choice based on the number of choices
we thought the respondent could comprehend (number of choice sets and their
complexity) and the size of the sample within each split (more splitting would
increase the standard deviation of our estimates). Each respondent was randomly
assign to one of the 15 groups. Statistical designs of choice experiments are
described in greater detail in Louviere et al. (2000) and Bennett and Blamey (2001).
Respondents are assumed to choose their preferred future scenario based on their
preferences for the attribute levels specific to each scenario. The choice between the
three scenarios is assumed to be determined by the respondents’ subjective
valuations of those attributes. Each scenario is characterized by five attributes with
X = (x1,x2,x3,x4,x5), where x1, x2, x3, x4 and x5 refer to the level of the constituent
attributes. It is assumed that the utility U[X(x1,x2,x3,x4,x5)] is additive and separable
in X. Facing the choice between two scenarios, respondent n chooses scenario i over
j based on the following:




U X i ; Zn [ U X j ; Zn
ð1Þ
where U() represents the individual’s indirect utility function, Xi and Xj are vectors
of the utility-bearing attributes for each of the scenarios, and Zn is the characteristic
influencing the nth (n = 1… N) respondent’s choice of scenario. Because only the
individual knows their true preference, a random utility component accounts for the
inability of the analyst to accurately observe an individual’s behavior (McFadden
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1974). Within a random utility model (RUM), the respondents will choose i over j
based on the following:




V X i ; Zn þ ein [ V X j ; Zn þ enj
ð2Þ
where V(Xi, Zn) is the observable part of the individuals’ utility function, and e is a
randomly distributed component that is unobservable to the researcher. The analyst
will be unable to directly observe the utility using the choice experimental method
because only the preferred scenarios are observed. The probability that the
respondent will choose A over B and C is therefore given by the following:
 




  



Pin ¼ Prob U X i ; Zn [ U X j ; Zn ¼ Prob enj  ein \ V X i ; Zn  V X j ; Zn
ð3Þ
The probability (Pin) that respondent n will choose scenario i is the limit of the
proportion of times that a respondent facing a scenario with the same values and
observed utility would choose that scenario. The appropriate form for the cumulative distribution of (ejn - ein) defines the appropriate estimation technique for
determining the utility difference (Train 1986). Assuming an independent and
identically distributed (IID) type I extreme value distribution, a conditional logit
model was used to estimate the respondents’ tradeoffs between the attributes and
their relative importance. The probability for choosing alternative i is given by the
following, which is the familiar standard multinomial logit specification in which b
is the parameter describing the importance of the X attributes:
0

eb Xni
Pni ¼ P b0 X
nj
je

ð4Þ

In the conditional logit regression, the voters’ choices in each choice set are
entered into the regression as the dependent variable. The dependent variable is
coded ‘1’ if the scenario was chosen and ‘0’ if not. The explanatory variables for
each scenario are the attribute levels. The regression model takes into account the
fact that a certain scenario was assigned to a respondent along with two other
scenarios and that, thus, the choice depends on the scenario combination.
Two distinct regression models are used with different types of coding for the
attributes. In model type 1, we assume that all attributes are linear in utility and are
therefore coded as variables with the absolute numbers in the questionnaire. This
means that unemployment, for example, was included as a single variable taking the
possible absolute values -100, -50, 0, 50, and 100. An incremental change in one
attribute is therefore assumed to have the same proportional change in utility
independent of whether it occurred in the negative or positive portion of the scale,
and incremental changes in the attributes were weighted proportionally in terms of
utility independent of where on the scale the change occurred. This assumption may
be too strong; therefore, model 2 runs each level of each attribute as a dummy
variable with the reference category as the status quo. This nominal, and thus more
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flexible, model allows the different relative utilities to be estimated for negative and
positive values and does not treat attributes as linear in utility.

Empirical Results
Table 3 presents the analytical results. First, we have the most basic model in which
all of the attributes are assumed to influence choice linearly (called linear model). In
model 2, we allow for heterogeneity in the varying effects of losses and gains by
applying a nominal model (called a flexible model). Model 2 implies that for
instance a 2-year increase in the pension age does not necessarily have exactly twice
the effects of a 1-year increase as assumed in the linear model. The magnitude of the
coefficients in model 2 can be compared since all variables have the same
underlying scale (dichotomies variables). Larger magnitude implies that the
attribute level has stronger impact on respondents’ choice (and their underlying
utility of choice). The magnitudes of the coefficients in model 1 cannot
meaningfully be compared since the underlying scale of the variables differs.
We first look at model 1, which shows that scenarios including ‘‘Swedes become
richer than Danes’’ were chosen significantly less frequently than the other
scenarios. This finding supports our first hypothesis suggesting that voters value
national economic development relative to other countries. The fact that the
comparison attribute shows both the expected sign and a significant effect indicates
that cross-national yardsticks play a role in voter evaluations.
Our second prediction stated that being ‘‘left behind’’ in the cross-country
comparison had a larger effect on voters than being better off relative to neighboring
countries. This hypothesis was tested using model 2, where the effects for gains and
losses are allowed to vary for all variables (i.e., nominal independent variables
rather the strong assumption of continuous independent variables and linear effects
in model 1). These results are also plotted in Fig. 1. In model 2, only the difference
between Swedes becoming richer than Danes versus Swedes and Danes being
equally rich was significant. That is, voters put no particular value on being richer
than Swedes relative to the status quo of having similar wealth between the two
countries. This suggests that it is only being left behind in cross-country wealth
development that affects voters; voters find future losses relative to Sweden
substantially more important than relative gains. The size of this effect is substantial
given that the attribute states nothing about the absolute wealth of the two countries.
Thus, voters seem to rely on Sweden as a prospective yardstick for their own
national performance, and this cross-national comparison is solely driven by a
strong loss aversion. This finding holds even when voters are confronted with
tradeoffs between yardstick performance and the dominant existing explanations of
sociotropic concerns, egotropic concerns, and loss aversion.
Voters reacted to variations in the other attributes as anticipated. Voters viewed
increased unemployment and taxation negatively, while increased economic growth
was favored. An increase in pension age was also negatively viewed. Both egotropic
and sociotropic motives simultaneously affected the voters’ preferences, as shown
by the significant coefficients for general unemployment, economic growth (both
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Table 3 Conditional logit regressions
Linear model
Swedes richer than Danes

-0.05 (0.01)***

Higher pension age (91 year)

-0.06 (0.02)**

Higher unemployment (91,000)

-0.01 (0.00)***

Higher growth (91 year)
Higher taxation (91,000 DKK)

Flexible model

0.06 (0.01)***
-0.11 (0.01)***

No change in pension age

(Ref.)

1-Year-later retirement

-0.03 (0.04)

2-Year-later retirement

-0.13 (0.04)***

100,000 more unemployed

-0.87 (0.06)***

50,000 more unemployed

-0.49 (0.05)***

Same number of unemployed as today

(Ref.)

50,000 fewer unemployed

0.40 (0.05)***

100,000 fewer unemployed

0.41 (0.05)***

0 % growth

(Ref.)

3 % growth

0.23 (0.04)***

6 % growth

0.35 (0.04)***

3,000 DKK monthly tax increase

-0.83 (0.06)***

1,000 DKK monthly tax increase

-0.23 (0.05)***

Same amount as today

(Ref.)

1,000 DKK monthly tax reduction

-0.04 (0.05)

3,000 DKK monthly tax reduction

-0.08 (0.05)

Danes richer than Swedes

0.03 (0.04)

Danes and Swedes are equally rich

(Ref.)

Swedes richer than Danes

-0.15 (0.04)***

Alternative specific constant

-0.68 (0.05)***

-0.95 (0.07)***

Number of choices

23,480

23,480

Number of respondents

2,021

2,021

McFadden pseudo R2

0.104

0.117

* p \ 0.05, ** p \ 0.01, *** p \ 0.001. Unstandardized logit coefficients with their standard error in
parentheses. For model 1, the status quo is always set to 0. For model 2, the status quo is the omitted
(reference) category for all attributes. The standard errors account for the nesting of choice responses
within voters due to clustering at the respondent level

sociotropic), and individual tax cuts (egotropic) in both models. Within the range of
the attributes a 100,000 increase of employment has the strongest influence on
choice (coefficient: -0.87) which is followed by a 3,000 DKK tax increase
(coefficient: -0.83). A 100,000 increase of unemployed persons is equivalent to
increase from an actually unemployment rate of 5.9 % (November 2011) to 9.6 %
(Statistics Denmark, calculated fulltime unemployment rate, seasonally corrected).
Table 3 also indicates that sociotropic influences are stronger than egotropic
influences based simply on the coefficients. This finding is also supported when
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6% GDP growth
3% GDP growth
0% GDP growth (ref.)
2−year later retirement
1−year later retirement
No change in pension age (ref.)
3,000 DKK monthly tax reduction
1,000 DKK monthly tax reduction
Same amount as today (ref.)
1,000 DKK monthly tax increase
3,000 DKK monthly tax increase
100,000 fewer unemployed
50,000 fewer unemployed
Same unemployment as today (ref.)
50,000 more unemployed
100,000 more unemployed
Swedes richer than Danes
Danes and Swedes are equally rich (ref.)
Danes richer than Swedes

−0.2

−0.1

0

0.1

0.2

Change in probability of chosing a policy package

Fig. 1 Change in predicted probabilities based on coefficients from the flexible model in Table 3. Bars
represent 95 % confidence intervals. The dots without horizontal bars denote the reference category for
each attribute

comparing the average marginal effect or independent McFadden level if variables
were included separately in different models (not shown), where general
unemployment has the largest effect.
The second model allows us to determine loss aversion in the non-comparative
absolute variables. We find the asymmetric response as expected as an increase in
unemployment had the largest effect. Nevertheless, all unemployment coefficients
are large in magnitude and highly significant for both losses and gains. Both
avoiding unemployment and increasing employment is thus rated highly by voters
despite the slightly larger effect for increasing unemployment. This finding strongly
supports the importance of sociotropic concerns. For increasing unemployment, the
voter responses are largely proportional for increases of 50,000 and 100,000
unemployed. For employment, we find some evidence of a decreased marginal
effect, with the additions of both 50,000 and 100,000 people to the labor market
yielding similar results. We find an interesting heterogeneity in the responses for
increasing taxes. Voters view tax increases negatively while tax reductions have an
insignificant effect. This result indicates that voters are indifferent between
maintaining the status quo and experiencing minor tax decreases. For tax decreases,
voters are largely indifferent between reductions of 1,000 DKK and 3,000 DKK.
They are negative towards smaller tax increases and very negative of large tax
increases. There large asymmetries between tax increases and decreases are very
visible in Fig. 1. For economic growth, we find a positive effect for both 6 %, the
largest growth rate, and 3 %. As a sociotropic measure of voter preference, growth
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is substantially weaker than unemployment. For pension reforms, only the largest
possible increase in retirement age was viewed negatively, with a change of one
year being insignificant.

Are These Results Driven by Heterogeneity in Partisanship?
Yet another advantage of the choice method is that, by contrasting the coefficients
for the tax attribute, we can interpret voter preferences in terms of their marginal
rate of substitutions (MRS) (see Fig. 2). These rates are calculated as how much an
individual voter needs to be compensated to maintain his current utility if the
described economic development occurs. As the change in the individual taxation is
on a monthly basis, so is the MRS.
We found that the effect of the comparison to Sweden was substantial. Voters
require a tax cut of $89 per month to accept Sweden becoming richer than Denmark.
For a 1-year increase in retirement age, voters should be compensated with $95 a
month. For an increase in unemployment of 10,000 people, voters should be
compensated with $109 a month to maintain their current utility. For growth, voters
are willing to trade $103 a month for 1 % higher growth.
This figure also contrasts the different compensations required by voters who
voted for the rightwing incumbent government and those who voted for the leftwing
opposition. By allowing prospective evaluations to vary with party choice we are
able to test if the evaluations are aligned with the ideological position of the voters

Right−leaning
Swedes richer than Danes:

All

Left−leaning

Right−leaning
1% GDP−growth:

All

Left−leaning

Right−leaning
10.000 more unemployed:

All

Left−leaning

Right−leaning
1 year higher pensiong age:

All

Left−leaning

−200
−100
0
100
200
300
400
500
Compensation needed for voters to keep their current utility level (USD, monthly)

Fig. 2 Marginal rate of substitutions (MRS) with 95 % confidence intervals. The dots for each attribute
value indicate individual estimates for right-leaning voters, all voters, and left-leaning voters
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party choice. For the cross-national comparison, we find no difference between the
opposition and incumbent voters, that is, the yardstick performance is equally
important to voters across party affiliations. This point to that cross-national
comparisons are found to be a valid yardstick across party lines. There was
significant heterogeneity in the effects of the pension age attribute. While leftwing
voters required a compensation of approximately $335 a month for a 1-year increase
in the retirement age, rightwing voters were willing to give $90 to reduce the
retirement age. This diverging preference stems from the fact that the retirement age
was one of the main issues in the election with clear ideological divides between the
incumbent and opposition parties. Interestingly, these divides are also echoed in
prospective evaluations. Another significant difference was found for the value
given to avoiding unemployment. Leftwing opposition voters report a greater loss
than rightwing voters due to increased unemployment. This trend corresponds to the
idea that leftwing voters traditionally have a strong issue of ownership in
employment and an electoral base in the labor unions. Overall, the voter-party
interactions lend credibility to the overall validity of both this model and the design
of the choice experiment in general. The ideological differences found for voters’
emphasis on unemployment and pension reforms vary as one would expect for leftleaning and right-leaning voters.

Discussion and Conclusion
We have shown the importance of cross-national comparisons in voter evaluations
of prospective outcomes. Using a choice experiment, we proposed a way to
disentangle highly correlated preferences such as cross-national comparisons,
sociotropic concerns, egotropic concerns, and the difference between losses and
gains. We found strong support for the importance of cross-national performance to
voters. Even when presented with very tough tradeoffs to sociotropic concerns,
egotropic concerns, and a variety of both losses and gains, voters put substantial
weight on how the national economy performs compared to a relevant yardstick
country—in this case, the neighboring country of Sweden. Interestingly, this crossnational comparison was entirely driven by loss aversion. Voters are very keen on
not falling behind in terms of relative wealth compared to neighboring Sweden.
These findings provide experimental support for the recent observational studies of
retrospective voting that have found similar evidence of cross-national concerns
(Kayser and Peress 2012). In addition, the study extends these findings to a
prospective setting. Herein also lies an important limitation to our study: that we
find evidence of cross-national prospective evaluation which cannot directly be
extrapolated to a retrospective setting. However, given that most studies find that
retrospective concerns outweigh prospective ones, we argue that our analysis
resembled a relatively conservative test of the potential relevance of cross-national
yardstick for a retrospective setting.
Our results indicate that policy makers should pay close attention to how their
national economic performance compares to that of other yardstick countries. From
a campaign perspective, emphasizing cross-national differences in economic
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performance can be a winning strategy as it is a heuristic that voters tend to weigh
strongly relative to traditional absolute economic performance indicators. For
example, in a blame game between the incumbent and a challenger on national
economic performance, a cross-national comparison would be an important cue for
assessing current development. It is not implausible that cross-national comparisons
are especially strong when a relevant country for comparison exists, e.g., a
comparison between Denmark and Sweden might be simpler and more relevant to
voters than a comparison between the US and China. Furthermore, our study
indicates that unfavorable comparative outcomes in the cross-national heuristic have
a strong influence and are thus important for leaders to avoid to be re-elected.
Accordingly, deprivation relative to other countries should play a much greater role
in future studies on public opinion in general and economic voting in particular.
Yardstick theories for social comparisons have been far too absent from existing
studies. These findings call for a greater emphasis on social comparisons in terms of
how other countries and political jurisdictions shape voters’ perceptions of
performance. Studies that only focus on absolute performance cannot determine
the extent to which voters factor in such relative comparative forces. Our study
focused on a single cross-national comparison of Danish voters looking to Sweden.
A natural extension is to gain a better understanding of what constitutes a ‘‘relevant
unit’’ for social comparisons (Olsen 2013). A study of this sort could also unlock the
mechanisms which drive (cross-national) comparisons. Is it abundance of information about another unit which makes it relevant for comparison? Or is it rather
spatial, political, economic, or cultural similarities which make a yardstick relevant
in the eyes of voters? Here we have taken a first step by highlighting the importance
of relative cross-national comparisons for voters prospective evaluations of policies
and performance.
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